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Brian J. McAllister

Narrative in Concrete / Concrete
in Narrative: Visual Poetry and
Narrative Theory
This essay situates itself at the intersection of two recent trends in narrative: the study
of intermedial narrative and the study of narrative in poetry.1 Its subject is “visual
poetry” and its interest is in degrees of narrativity in a subset of visual poems appearing in different media. Visual poetry, a genre that blurs formal boundaries between
the poetic and the visual, provides a unique testing ground for identifying narrativity’s visual and poetic potential. In visual poetry the layout of text on surface typically contributes to the intended effect of the work. That is, in visual poetry, how the
text appears on the page (or whatever surface) matters just as much if not more than
the semantic content of that text. Whereas most forms of writing—especially poetic
writing—depend in some part on the organization of text on the page, visual poetry
foregrounds this material structure as the primary wellspring for creative potential.2
This concern with semantic and material characteristics of printed language often
manifests in visual poetry as a resistance, if not an outright rejection, of narrative as
a structuring system.
This non-narrative tendency is most prominent in the many manifestos throughout the Concrete Poetry movement. Eugen Gomringer, for instance, claims that his
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poetry relates “less to ‘literature’ and more to earlier developments in the fields of architecture, painting, sculpture, industrial design” (“The Poem” 70). Augosto de Campos, Décio Pignatari, and Haroldo de Campos define concrete poetry as “tension of
thing-words in space time” (“Pilot” 72). Dick Higgins identifies three characteristically spatial elements of visual poetry—the breaking of linearity, the transcendence
of the verbal text, and a near separation of langue from parole (the quasi-division of
signifying systems from concrete speech acts through an emphasis on the text as a
visual object—what Higgins calls “an emblematic array of [text] images which embody a verbal message”)—each of which undermines a generic narrative thrust (see
Horizons 29–39). Most explicitly, Carlo Bellolo asserts that his visual poems do not
“evoke a state of mind nor do they tell a story. . . . i do not regard poetry as a narrative
or lyrical genre but as word patterns, a form of verbal architecture in a space-time dialectic” (qtd. in Solt 37, 41). Yet despite this resistance to narrativity, a critical approach
that negotiates the form’s intermedial aims has the potential to reveal instances in
which interactive visual and textual systems create explicitly narrative effects. These
narrative instances offer limit cases for recognizing the lower bounds of narrativity,
the event horizon when texts slip from narrative into wholly non-narrative formal
categories. Moreover, by employing both visual and textual cues to trigger narrativity,
they provide grounds for investigating various intermedial narrative systems.
In one such intermedial system, Werner Wolf defines narrativity as a “non-categorical, intensifiable quality, in which missing elements can be supplied by the recipients’ faculty to fill in the frame narrative” (192). Three core elements anchor this
narrativity: 1) the presence of experientiality, representationality, and potential meaningfulness; 2) the creation of, or reference to, a possible world in which anthropomorphic beings experience temporal change through actions or events; and 3) a thematic
unity that coheres and interrelates disparate elements. These elements need not all be
present. Instead, Wolf proposes a spectrum of narrativity ranging from strong “Narratives,” which embody all characteristics of narrativity, through “Quasi-Narratives”
with tendential or partial narrativity and “Narrative References” that produce narrativity through relationships to externally constructed narratives, down to “NonNarratives,” which lack all narrativity.3 A graph of this increasing narrativity might
look something like this:
Levels of Narrativity
High Narrativity

Strong Narrative
Tendential or Quasi-Narrative
Narrative Reference

Zero Narrativity

Non-Narrative

With Wolf ’s sliding scale in mind, I first turn to two examples of visual poetry—
by Swiss poet Eugen Gomringer and Austrian poet Ernst Jandl—that exhibit very different levels of narrativity dependent upon each work’s inherently intermedial form.
These examples reveal visual poetry’s narrative and non-narrative potential by ex-
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ploiting the idiosyncratic affordances and limitations implicit in each text’s intermediality. I then turn to the multimedia work of Scottish poet and gardener Ian Hamilton Finlay.4 As poet, through Wild Hawthorn Press, and as gardener, most famously
at his garden Little Sparta, Finlay foregrounds semantic and visual play within the
textual space of print and landscape works alike. Located about thirty miles south of
Edinburgh in the Pentland Hills, Little Sparta offers Finlay’s most focused experiment
with text space. For forty years before his death in 2006, Finlay and his collaborators
arranged sculptural, poetic, and organic works throughout the landscape. And while
consensus tends to see Little Sparta as the fullest realization of Finlay’s aesthetic, I
resist this evaluative move in order to open a critical space for comparing print and
garden forms. Turning to instances in which the same text appears in both print and
garden pieces, I juxtapose textual surfaces to clarify ways that different material circumstances produce different readings and different levels of narrativity. In this sense,
my approach to the visuality of visual poetry first attends to the narrative potential
within the layout of text and then moves on to investigate such potential in the very
surface on which text appears.
Before situating visual poetry’s materiality within an intermedial theory of narrative, however, I first locate it within poetic form more generally, following Brian
McHale’s and Rachel Blau Duplessis’s recognition of segmentivity as one of poetry’s
dominant concerns.5 For Duplessis, a work’s poetic effect arises through an interaction between page and text space. This spatial relationship prioritizes any number of
gaps (from stanzas to line breaks to individual words) and focuses meaning making
in the negotiation of these gaps. These segmentations (what Duplessis calls “scales”)
interact and play off one another, constructing systems of meaning (what Duplessis calls “chords”) that readers negotiate (51). Duplessis’s model implicitly acknowledges a spatial foundation for poetry. Where some scales depend upon semantically
contingent gaps (e.g., the sentence, the word, the phrase), others depend upon gaps
produced by the material position of print on page (e.g., the poetic line, the stanza,
even gaps between individual words). Occasionally, these gaps coincide, as when line
breaks for a poem match with the endings of semantic units. At other times, such as
enjambed line endings, these semantic and material gaps are set against one another.
In this sense, all poetry is, in part, visual. That is, a work’s poeticity, its particular
status as poetry, depends upon the relationship between the physical positioning of
text on the page and the work’s semantic content. “Visual poetry” simply foregrounds
this interaction between the visual and the semantic. The Noigandres Group, a visual poetry movement from Brazil, describes this foregrounding thusly: “[B]y using
the phonetical system (digits) and analogical syntax, [visual poetry] creates a specific
linguistical area—‘verbicovisual’—which shares the advantages of nonverbal communication, without giving up word’s virtualities” (de Campos, Pignatari, and de Campos 72). Visual poetry’s verbicovisuality runs along two separate though inherently
interconnected tracks: verbal and nonverbal communication, or in other words, the
poetic and the visual. Any narrative potential within such a system must negotiate
both tracks.
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“The Creation of Eve”
Take, for instance Ernst Jandl’s “erschaffung der eva” [“The Creation of Eve”]:
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Readers that approach this text must come to terms with the idiosyncratic arrangement of letters on the page. Furthermore, narrativity—or any signifying force
for that matter—necessarily builds from the title’s reference to Genesis 2:21–24.
And the Lord God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam and he slept: and
he took one of his ribs, and closed up the flesh instead thereof; and the rib,
which the Lord God had taken from man, made he a woman, and brought
her unto the man. And Adam said, This is now bone of my bones, and flesh
of my flesh: she shall be called Woman, because she was taken out of Man.
Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto
his wife: and they shall be one flesh.
Essentially a work of adaptation, a rendering of the biblical text through verbicovisual means, Jandl’s poem triggers its intertextual link through the title and through
recognizably biblical words within the text (e.g., “gott” [God], “adam,” “eva,” [Eve],
“rippe” [rib]). This intertextuality filters our reading of the poem and provides the
visual and semantic elements their narrative thrust. The o of “gott” produces an alphabetical sequence that moves down the page, culminating in the v of “eva.” While
not explicitly temporal, progression through the alphabet establishes continuity at the
spatial center of the text: in part, movement down the page tendentially equates with
forward temporal movement. Meanwhile, the isolated “adam” on the left dissolves
letter-by-letter, as does the word “rippe.” The letters of “adam” are transported to the
right, forming a diagonal “adam,” while “rippe” disappears one letter at a time. By the
bottom line, the e of “rippe” becomes the e of “eva,” which combines with the v that
tumbled from god and the a of the now transported “adam.” Thus, as the line delivers
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“eva” for the first time, it also signals that the “gott” of the first line created her from
a part of “adam.”
Moving from top to bottom, complicated interactions between letter positions
ultimately arrange that last line. Furthermore, the poem’s visual shape reinforces a
biblical storyworld inhabited by natural and supernatural beings. The spatial gap between “gott” and the human characters (in both senses of the term), the alphabetic
line that connects the two planes of existence, and the intermingling of letters and
semantic units reinforce a markedly biblical storyworld. Readers both follow progressive textual rearrangement down the page and consider the entire image of the poem.
In this sense, the intermediality of the text produces what Wolf calls an instance of
narrative reference: narrativity arises by negotiating visual and semantic possibilities,
balancing movement down the page with the overall shape of the poem, all processed
through the title’s biblical filter.
Interaction between reading and viewing the poem also raises the work’s implicit
play between narrative and lyric, between the story of creation and the act of creation
itself. For James Phelan, narrative involves “somebody telling somebody else on some
occasion and for some purpose(s) that something happened” (3). In Jandl’s poem,
that “something” is obviously the Genesis story. In contrast to narrative, Phelan defines lyric in part as “somebody telling somebody else (or even himself or herself)
on some occasion for some purpose that something is—a situation, an emotion, a
perception, an attitude, a belief ” (22). Taken as a whole, Jandl’s poem models the
act of creation in its very shape, ultimately enacting this creation in the poem’s final
horizontal line, where “eva” and “adam” merge, one dependent on the other for its
foundational “a.” This balance between the act of narration, which recounts the events
of Genesis, and this lyricality, which models creation in its very shape, becomes the
fulcrum on which hinges much of the poem’s signifying possibilities.

“Silencio”
The narrativity in Jandl’s poem is an exception, however, within a poetic tradition
that, more often than not, avoids or rejects narrative. Although visual poetry typically
privileges lyricality over narrativity, it’s often productive to attend to that less dominant narrative strain—and sometimes narrative’s absence itself adds to the poem’s
signification. Eugen Gomringer’s “Silencio” offers a paradigmatic example:
silencio silencio silencio
silencio silencio silencio
			     silencio       silencio
silencio silencio silencio
silencio silencio silencio
A traditional reading (i.e., left to right and line-by-line down the page) countermeasures gaps at the line level against gaps at the level of the individual word, reconcil-
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ing discrepancies between spacing and repetition while reading down the page. Of
course, few readers would consider such an approach for this poem. Any reading
must consider “Silencio” as an individuated object on the page, a textual block produced by the visual combination of white paper and black text. Gomringer labels this
verbicovisual arrangement a “constellation” in that it “encloses a group of words as
if it were drawing stars together to form a cluster” (“From Line” 67). As text-object,
“Silencio” signifies both verbally and visually. Verbally, it paradoxically engages the
word’s semantic “silence” and its phonetic sound. Visually, it spatially arranges sites
for semantic and phonetic effects (i.e., the individual words) in order to produce the
hollowed, block shape. The poem commingles these two levels, layering the visual
scale of segmentation, in which a repeated and arranged word produces an object on
an otherwise blank page, with a semantic level, in which that word’s meaning contributes to our understanding of that object. The paradoxical relationship between sound
and sense at the text’s verbal level counterbalances and informs our understanding of
the empty center at the text’s visual level.
Considered within Wolf ’s scalar narrativity, this interplay between visual and semantic scales produces a very weak narrative effect, if any effect exists at all. The lack
of possible worlds inhabited by anthropomorphic beings, an absence of temporal causality and embodied experientiality: all of these characteristics situate “Silencio” near
the bottom of Wolf ’s narrative scale. In fact, rather than simply non-narrative, the poem’s silent center engages an anti-narrative schema that reflects on the capacities for
silence within poetry’s inherently linguistic form. For Gomringer, the constellational
effects of a text-object like “Silencio” becomes “a reality in itself and not a poem about
something or other” (“From Line” 67). Whether or not we accept poetry’s capacity to
become a thing in itself, we can at least recognize the narrative resistance motivating
the relationship between visual and verbal elements in “Silencio.” We can also recognize the remarkable similarity between Gomringer’s call for a poetry that is “a reality
in itself ” and Phelan’s understanding of lyric as a communicative mode attentive to
issues of being. For Gomringer, then, the poem’s constellational effect results in an
absolute lyricality. Addressing language’s capacity for silence, “Silencio” employs its
visuality (and lyricality) to undermine its own linguistic force. The hollow center, the
only truly “silent” space in the text, becomes the gravitational force around which the
poem revolves.
Equally important in this anti-narrative force is the print surface on which it appears. Page blankness serves as a silent signifier in which the empty center becomes
the gravitational black hole (or, more accurately, white hole) that motivates the text’s
visual-poetic meaning. Similarly, Jandl’s “The Creation of Eve” establishes a verbicovisual system for meaning-making that productively employs the page’s blank space.
The material nature of that blank surface—pulpy paper—signifies: the biblical universe, transformed into letters and located on paper, reflects the fact that Adam, Eve,
and God are always already characters in text on a page (i.e., the Bible)—characters,
that is, in both senses of the term. Changing the print surface disrupts the visual and
verbal matrix in significant ways. What would happen if colors in either text were
reversed, i.e., a black background with white text? Or if the poems were etched in
transparent glass? Or spraypainted onto the side of a train? Or tattooed onto a per-
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son’s shoulder blade? In other words, what happens to a poem’s signifying potential
when material support changes? And what happens to its potential for narrativity?
One difference between visual and nonvisual poetry is that visual poetry activates the
signifying potential of the surface in ways that nonvisual poetry does not. Attending
to the physical surface and to examples that alter that surface reveal sites for signifying potential that expand narrativity’s possibilities within visual poetic form.
To initiate this surface-based investigation, I want to distinguish the arrangement
of text on surface—through font, color, layout, etc.—from the material on which that
arrangement appears—anything from paper books to postcards, from canvas to neon
tubing, from digital space to human skin. Critical readings of poetry often (and understandably) relegate material surface to the position of the blank support for textual
meaning. Even with visual and concrete poetry—self-consciously material forms—
criticism typically ignores surface. For Willard Bohn, texts in visual poetry are both
notational devices and “building blocks in a visual edifice” (13). Yet his constructive
metaphor fails to mention the equal partner in this edifice: the space on which text
appears. Even though Michael Davidson claims that visual poetry “aspires more directly than any other genre to the condition of visual arts” (16) and recognizes the
form’s concern with print technologies, the samples he offers fail to mention materials usually included when citing visual arts. If “oil on canvas” is standard citational
information for painting, “ink on paper” seems a reasonable notation for this textual/
visual form.

Material Surface: The Page and the Garden
Attention to the materiality of textual surface makes even more sense when dealing
with texts employed on a variety of surfaces, a common practice for poet/gardener
Ian Hamilton Finlay. As poet, through his Wild Hawthorn Press, and as gardener,
most famously at his garden Little Sparta, Finlay’s print and landscape works constantly foreground the play between text and textual space. Furthermore, these textual transpositions clarify the ways that different materials demand different readings and potentially produce different levels of narrativity. For instance, Finlay’s small
printed book Foam and its garden equivalent, a small bridge over a stream, depend
upon interactive relationships between text and surface. Despite employing identical
text, the surface on which that text appears radically alters the reading process and,
hence, the potential for meaning making in each work. In the very small print version (Figure 1; less than five inches tall and three inches wide), Gary Hincks’s cover
image employs a series of ink lines to represent the ocean as it breaks and churns
on the shoreline. When readers open the book, five sheets of paper contain a blank
verso page with a single line of centered text on each recto page. Each phrase plays
with various slippages between the material and representational nature of Hincks’s
image. The book acknowledges three participating levels of meaning-making: the
semantic, the representational, and the material. Each page reflects differently on this
tripartite system, isolating each phrase, returning it to the cover image, and involving
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Figure 1. Ian Hamilton Finlay, Foam (1980)

readers by requiring them to physically manipulate this very small and unwieldy text,
highlighting the embodied experience at the center of the meaning-making process.
The first page, “lines of foam,” explicitly acknowledges both the semantic lines of text
and the way these lines signify as sea foam. Turning the page, “strings of foam” refers
to the lines’ string-like shape, which in turn refers metaphorically to the image of sea
foam. “Strands of foam” blurs the boundary between semantic, representational, and
material levels even further: a strand is both a length of material, like a string, and a
term for the shoreline. Another turn of the page offers the meta-referential “ropes of
foam” at the center of the printed book, where the knotted string binding appears.
The final “lacings of foam” puns the lines, strings, strands, and ropes of the previous
pages, “tying” them together and reconnecting them with the shoreline image.
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Figure 2. Ian Hamilton Finlay, “Foam” (n.d.)

In the bridge (Figure 2), however, isolating each poetic line is more difficult.
Though separated on individual planks, no physical engagement with the textual
space is necessary to move from one line to the next. Unlike the print version, readers
approach the text holistically before isolating the lines: first as bridge, then as planks.
Furthermore, moving the text to garden space alters the relationship between body
and text. Unless we approach the text upside-down, we approach the last line as the
first plank of our crossing. Yet, like most poetic texts, we still read from the top down.
That is, movement within the bridge’s functional nature—crossing water—contradicts
movement within its poetic form: we read “down” the bridge; we walk “up” the text. Of
course, a person travelling across the bridge may also read “up” the text, beginning at
“lacings of foam” and concluding with “lines of foam.” Here, the signifying potential
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of bridge surface differs from the text: where the former allows two textual orders, the
latter delimits only one possible order (unless, of course, one reads the book backwards). Just like the practical space of the bridge, which allows movement in both directions, bridge-as-textual-space proffers two possible, and opposite, textual progressions. Furthermore, both orders must also negotiate the surrounding landscape. The
creek over which the bridge crosses has just passed through a small waterfall. Flowing
and splashing water produces foam that is framed by the individual planks. Unlike
the print version, which juxtaposes text with the cover’s ink representation, the bridge
contrasts text with actual foam from an actual stream. And yet the effect is remarkably similar. Just as the book connects linguistic practice, material form, and representational space, so too does the bridge emphasize language’s force on the garden’s
natural spaces. In the case of the bridge, language literally frames and filters nature.
But does this connection between language, material form, and representational
space carry with it any traces of narrativity? Considered in light of Wolf ’s system, it
would be hard to make a case that either version represents a strongly narrative text.
Though change does occur in each text, through the shifting relationship between
text and surface, that change occurs outside of a possible storyworld. No textually
constructed characters engage in action or undergo change. More likely, the text enacts a kind of lyric engagement with language, using puns and other connections to
reflect on language itself and on its arrangement on the page. Yet a glimmer of narrativity might reside in each version’s relationship between text and textual surface and
the way that relationship demands a specific kind of embodied interaction. Movement through the text—via fingerly negotiation of the tiny pages or bridge crossing—emphasizes the peculiar kinds of reading processes each text demands. The two
possible textual movements on the bridge also raise the question of whether different
orders produce different levels of narrativity. Moving from “lacings” to “ropes” to
“strands” to “string” to “lines of foam” as one crosses the bridge might produce a different kind of narrative glimmer than if one were to read (and cross) via the converse
sequence. In this sense, print and garden works construct metanarratives in which
readers follow their own experience and interaction with each respective piece. Such
metanarratives remain incredibly weak, but they nevertheless derive that weak narrativity from the relationship between text and surface.

Narrativity and Material Surface: “Tea Kettle Drum Water Lily Cup”
We can begin to see the ways that different textual surfaces produce stronger forms
of narrativity by turning to another of Finlay’s works, “Tea Kettle Drum Water Lily
Cup” (Figure 3). Here, a folded sheet of white, card-stock paper splits the “poem”
into two, three-word groupings, or “stanzas,” along the fold (reinforced by the connecting dots): “Tea • Kettle • Drum / Water • Lily • Cup.” The first grouping, “Tea •
Kettle • Drum,” perhaps implies a drum made from a teakettle, or the tea-colored
skin stretched across a kettledrum, or the drumming sound of boiling water within
a teakettle. Similarly, “Water • Lily • Cup” implies the shape of a water lily collecting
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Figure 3. Ian Hamilton Finlay, “Tea Kettle Drum Water Lily Cup” (1975).

rainwater, or a cup with a water lily design, or perhaps a lily-white cup filled with
water. Different font colors also produce different word groupings: “Tea Drum Lily”
in black; “Kettle Water Cup” in red. Though red texts group under a kind of “hot
beverage” theme, linkages in the black texts are harder to identify. Yet, moving across
the divide of the folded page interweaves the two colors and offers alternate textual
subdivisions.
Readers can also blend adjacent words. “Tea” and “Kettle” becomes “Teakettle.”
“Kettle” and “Drum” becomes “Kettle Drum.” We also get “Water Lily” and the more
ambiguous “Lily Cup.” Moving across the fold potentially blends “Drum” and “Water”
to produce “Drum Water,” either water within a barrel or, more figuratively, the sound
of boiling water in a teakettle: drumming water. In this figurative sense, the poem
constructs a basic tea narrative in which the boiling, drumming water in the teakettle
travels to its final destination: the “lily”-white bowl of the porcelain cup. The crease
serves as both poetic and narrative gap, marking the transition from one container to
another. Movement from one half of the page to the other signifies water’s movement
from kettle to cup, mapping movement through the poem’s three red words.
Of course, this reading requires lots of gap-filling on the part of the reader. Narrative is weak here, both in Wolf ’s sense and in Brian McHale’s sense of weak narrativity, which involves “telling stories ‘poorly,’ distractedly, with much irrelevance and
indeterminacy, in such a way as to evoke narrative coherence while at the same time
withholding commitment to it and undermining confidence in it” (“Weak Narrativity” 165). Interferences disrupt narrativity, and readers balance a holistic, narrative
construct with the text’s many fragmentations, recognizing a desire for signification
while simultaneously acknowledging its difficulty. Furthermore, this text incorporates its print and paper form into this distracted and disrupted narrativity. The color
of the ink, the shape of the paper, and the fold of the page reinforce the text’s (weak)
narrativity. In this sense, we might also recognize the play between narrativity and
lyric. The text produces a kind of shifting lyric as the words combine in different
ways, leading to different lyric conceits. Moreover, the fold becomes an element that
influences the kinds of lyric conceits possible in these various iterations of meaning.
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Figure 4. Ian Hamilton Finlay, “Tea Kettle Drum Water Lily Cup Watering Can” (n.d.).

A similar negotiation of semantic, visual, and material elements occurs when
Finlay’s text moves from the printed page to a watering can located in Little Sparta
(Figure 4). In her survey of Finlay’s garden, Jessie Sheeler claims that the watering
can version attains a “balance and sense of controlled delight” through “[i]mages of
domestic tea parties, military fife and drum bands marching, drumming water falling on thirsty plants, delicate porcelain tea cups and water lilies holding crystalline
drops of water” (118). All of these are certainly relevant; juxtaposed words create any
number of images. Yet, as we’ve seen, this flurry of images is equally true for the print
version. Printed around the side of a watering can, however, these word groupings interact differently than they do on the page. Rather than the crease of a folded page, the
handle separates “Drum” and “Water.” At the same time, the can’s curve returns to the
text’s beginning, so that “Cup” and “Tea,” though divided by the spout, reconnect. The
can produces a circularity that is absent on the print page. Where the print version
constructs a closed semantic system with beginning, middle, and end, the watering
can produces a continuous, textual loop.
This circularity also disrupts the ordering of the three-word stanzas. Depending on one’s starting point—the handle or the spout—the sequence either reads as it
does on the page—“Tea Kettle Drum/Water Lily Cup”—or reverses to read “Water
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Lily Cup/Tea Kettle Drum.” In this new order, the weak narrative of the paper version
breaks down. However, the can’s material surface offers a solution. Stanzaic breaks
occur at the object’s two operative points: the handle, separating “Drum” and “Water,”
is grasped and lifted; the spout, separating “Tea” and “Cup,” pours water. Through
the material object’s instrumentality, the text returns to the theme of water’s movement. Where in the print form that movement is from kettle to cup, in the garden
form it is from watering can to plant. Words like “Lily,” “Cup,” and “Drum” take on
new significations. “Lily” becomes both literalized as flower and, by collecting water,
metaphorized through “Cup.” “Drum” possibly comes now from the sound of water
falling onto plants or, perhaps, the sound of water as it fills the can. Yet, just as previous modes contain narrative interferences, the aporia here arises through “Tea” and
“Kettle.” The two words that compel the weak tea narrative in the print version undermine this horticultural reading. The watering can produces its own form of weak
narrativity (and accompanying lyricality) within the affordances of the material object, thus inviting a reading model that negotiates the limits of textual signification.
However, a watering can is never just a watering can in Little Sparta. Through
the 1970s and 1980s, Finlay transformed Little Sparta from a garden of retreat into a
site for political and polemical attack through what he called a “neoclassical rearmament program.” In the watering can, that political engagement looks to the French
Revolution, and, specifically, its restructuring of the calendar. Abandoning the Gregorian calendar, with its religious and royalist influences, the new French republic
reorganized the year into twelve months, made of three weeks containing ten days
each. Furthermore, the new calendar linked each day to a specific object: for example,
the second day of the month Nivôse was called Houille [coal]; the sixteenth day of
Fructidor was Citron [lemon]. The tenth day of the month Thermidor was named Arrosoir, or watering can. On that day in the calendar’s second year, 28 July 1794 for us,
Maximilien Robespierre, Louis Antoine Léon de Saint-Just, and other political leaders were guillotined, ending the Reign of Terror and instigating the Thermidorian
Reaction. The revolutionary genealogy of Finlay’s watering can is made clear in another Finlay watering can, on which Finlay inscribes “M. Robespierre, 1758–1794.”
In a sense, Finlay’s watering can version of “Tea Kettle” reunites garden space, a place
of escape and quiet contemplation, with the temporal flux and violence of revolution. Though none of the objects in the poem appear in the republican calendar, their
presence on the watering can imbues them with a revolutionary significance—our
reading of “drum” (and “kettle drum”) shifts to the drums of war, and “lily” connects
the poem with death by taking on its traditional funereal significance.6 Thus, the watering can, essential for any garden, operates on three levels: 1) a functional level as
garden tool, 2) a level as three-dimensional space for textual manipulation, and 3) a
symbolically revolutionary level.7 In other words, the politics in the poem depend
upon the radical form of the poem, which, in turn, builds from the materiality of its
textual space.
Attending to this materiality of textual surface requires what Craig Dworkin,
building on Leon Roudiez, has called a paragrammatic reading process. For each
piece, traditional reading strategies that erase textual surface fail to access levels of
signification; meaning-making requires strategies outside “the normative referential
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grammar of a text” that form what Roudiez calls “networks of signification not accessible through conventional reading habits” (qtd. in Dworkin xx). This grammatical
shift imbues reading processes with a radical formalism that
pursues the closest of close reading in the service of political questions, rather than to their exclusion. At the same time, it refuses to consider the poem
as a realm separate from politics, even as it focuses on “the poem itself.”
[ . . . ] [R]adical formalisms hew to the concrete. Where concrete is what the
street is made of. (Dworkin 5; italics original)
That is, radical formalism distinguishes politics in the poem from the politics of the
poem. Whereas the politics in the poem are often transmedial (i.e., able to appear in
forms as diverse as anti-war songs, movies, poems, etc.) the politics of the poem occur
in the formal particularities that produce (or resist) meaning.
Finlay’s radical formalism self-consciously addresses what for Jacques Rancière is
literature’s main political impulse: the construction of new regimes of sensibility. For
Rancière, the politics of literature involves “the partition of the visible and the sayable”
into a system of meaning “that frames the polemical common world” (10). In this
sense, paragrammar challenges traditional orders of meaning. By underscoring connections between text and textual space through movement between page and garden, Finlay’s texts demand paragrammatic readings: To understand the text, we must
read it differently. We must approach it with a different framework. What becomes
visible, what becomes sayable—in other words, the politics of the poem (its radical
formalism)—depends upon the text’s position within page or garden space. In Dworkin’s terms, the concrete of the street becomes the earth and wood of Finlay’s garden
or the folds of the printed page. Finlay’s use of the same text on two surfaces—printed
paper and watering can, book and bridge—highlights relationships between text and
material space that produce different degrees of narrativity. Through its conclusiveness and use of the folded page, the paper version offers a narrativity that, while weak,
employs its weakness teleologically, moving water from kettle to teacup, however tendentious such movement may seem. And while the circularity of the watering can
initially undermines the print form’s Aristotelian unity, the materiality of the watering
can—its handle and spout—shifts the narrative context to the garden, also imbuing it
with the French Revolution’s radical temporal politics, implicating the everyday activity of watering a garden with the violence and terror of revolutionary action.
Furthermore, the garden becomes a textual nexus that unites all works within it.
The watering can, with all of its signifying and narrative potential, must be considered
among other works, and the surrounding plants, and the humidity that rusts the exposed metal, and the Temple to Apollo across the pond. Finlay explains:
People always think that the work is the artefact, but that’s not right: the
work is the artefact in its context. The work is a composition and the composition is not an isolated object, but an object with trees, plants, flowers, water
and so on. This should be clear, but what happens is that everybody always
points their camera straight at the artefact. (“Poetry” 98)
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Just as movement across the “Foam” bridge produces a weakly narrative potential,
movement through the garden contextualizes individual pieces and establishes sequentiality between works that weakly narrativizes them. This embodied movement
negotiates the garden’s politics, establishing a thematic unity that coheres disparate
elements. Of course, no two garden itineraries are the same. Each garden narrative
will be an idiosyncratic, embodied, interactive process, produced as much by the visitor as it is by the textual space that she visits.

Conclusion
Here, visual poetry’s intermediality and narrativity take another turn, one that connects them to later experiments with poetic and narrative space. Recently, early dismissals of visual poetry have been revised by the likes of Marjorie Perloff, Loss Pequeño Glazier, and Kenneth Goldsmith to recognize genetic links between the genre’s
concerns and similar attentions in contemporary digital poetics (see Perloff 13), connecting their practice to that of poets like Brian Kim Stefans, Cia Rinne, and Jim
Andrews, whose poetry exploits the affordances of digital technology. I suggest that
we include a site like Little Sparta in this family tree and consider its relationship not
just to digital poetry but to digital narrative as well.8 The garden’s multiple interactive systems (between semantic and visual aspects, between multiple works, between
works and visitors, between works and landscape, etc.) often resemble digital space.
Both garden and digital space are signifying networks filled with narrative potential,
realized by visitor interactions. Furthermore, relationships between print and garden forms, of which the watering can is but one example, echo what Terry Harpold
calls hypertext narrative’s “ramifying and interdependent constellations that transgress conventions of media, genre, and discipline” (108). Admittedly, unlike digital
and hypertext narrative, interaction with Little Sparta requires embodied presence in
the garden. But if Gomringer’s constellation poems enclose words within organized
clusters, and hypertext is a constellation of various intermedial transgressions, then
Finlay’s garden seems to be a middle ground between the two that produces its own
constellations of meaning. At Little Sparta, each garden poem shoots outward to its
print equivalent, just as each print example returns, linking with contextualized garden objects. These links renegotiate formal features of a text, such as semantic and
visual capacities, materiality, political implications, and relationship to surrounding
texts and objects. And narrativity arises through this fluid renegotiation, dependent
upon the garden visitor/reader, the text, the surface, and their material relationship
to one another.
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1. For recent work on intermedial narrative, see Grishakova and Ryan; Hedling and Lagerroth. For
recent work in poetry and narrative theory, see, among many others, Hühn; McHale, “Beginning”; Rubik and Müller-Zettelman.
2. The difference between “visual poetry” and another common descriptor, “concrete poetry,” has
produced a series of nuanced distinctions that, unfortunately, cannot make their way into this
discussion. The two terms are often used interchangeably (see Davidson 15), though some have
emphasized differences. Johanna Drucker, for instance, identifies concrete poetry as a specific,
mid-twentieth-century movement within the larger category of visual poetry, a form with a history “as old as writing itself ” (110) and offers very useful distinctions between the formal concerns of concrete poetry and those of its visual brethren. For the sake of this essay, I resist this
move toward specificity and compartmentalization in order to recognize larger generic concerns
with intersecting potentials for semantic and visual meaning.
3. For another possible way of recognizing degrees of narrativity, see Marie-Laure Ryan’s fuzzy set
definition of narrative.
4. One severe limitation of this study is that my examples all come from late twentieth-century, European, male authors. Such a narrow scope does not, however, encompass visual poetry’s archive.
In the late twentieth century, Susan Howe and Mary Ellen Solt offer a couple examples of women
visual poets. Authors like Kitasono Katué (Japan), Werner Mathias Goeritz Brunner (Mexico),
bpNichol (Canada), and perhaps most famously, the Noigandres Group of Haroldo and Augusto
de Campos and Décio Pignatari (Brazil) move visual poetry far outside the geographic borders of
Europe. For extensive surveys of visual poetry in the twentieth century, see Solt; Wildman. For a
survey of pre-twentieth-century visual poetry from around the world, see Higgins, Pattern.
5. Since the preface and other essays in this collection include lengthy summaries of McHale’s article
on narrative poetry (and its application of Duplessis’s work combined with John Shoptaw’s concept of countermeasure), I limit that discussion here and focus instead on the visual and spatial
implications of Duplessis’s initial work.
6. Though outside the scope of this study, Finlay’s archive includes a massive body of work that implicitly or explicitly references the politics and aesthetics of the French Revolution. See Abrioux;
Milne; and Scroggins for analyses of this politico-aesthetic link.
7. Higgins, using a term taken from anthropology, labels this shift in function and identity metataxis
(Horizons 33). However, he does not address ways that material surface engages this metatactic
shift, focusing instead on textual layout.
8. Some critics resist these genetic linkages. Katherine Hayles, for instance, insists that we recognize
that “electronic literature operate[s] in fundamentally different ways than print and require[s]
new critical frameworks to assess its reading and writing practices” (37). Espen Aarseth recognizes dangers in both approaches. For those like Perloff who search for genetic linkages between
forms, there exists a risk of transforming the specific strategies of visual poetry and digital poetics
into “unfocused metaphors”; for those like Hayles who assert digital poetry’s uniqueness and
claim genetic connections as unproductive, there exists a risk of “technological determinism”
(14). While I recognize Aarseth’s warning about the dangers of easy genetic connections between
forms, my intermedial approach assumes a productive value in carefully investigating these connections.
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